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IMPORTANT NOTICES FOR MEETING ATTENDEES

The 2022 Eastern Division meeting will be held in person, along with a virtual component. The in-person portion of the meeting will take place January 5–8, 2022. Dates and times for the virtual component of the meeting, which will likely be held in the week following the in-person meeting, will be announced in the coming weeks.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE DUAL MEETING FORMAT

All in-person participants are required to be fully vaccinated against COVID-19 and to certify their vaccination status at the time of registration. Masks will be required for all in-person meeting events.

The in-person portion of the meeting will include a presidential address, prize lectures, colloquia, symposia, invited sessions, and affiliated group and APA committee sessions. These will be held at the Baltimore Marriott Waterfront in Baltimore, MD. In-person sessions will not be live-streamed, but recorded versions of select lectures and addresses from the in-person portion of the meeting will be offered as part of the virtual component of the meeting.

The virtual component of the meeting will include the same types of events and sessions as in-person meetings. These events will be held via Zoom. Unless presenters opt out, meeting sessions will be recorded and the recordings will be available for registrants to view for one year following the meeting. To present or actively participate in virtual sessions, you will need a computer, smartphone, or tablet with a camera, microphone, and internet access (ideally, high-speed internet access). To view session recordings, you only need a computer, smartphone, or tablet that can play videos. More information about the virtual component of the meeting will be provided in the coming weeks.

Session times and details in this draft program are subject to change based on requests for sessions/papers to be moved to the virtual component of the meeting.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT REGISTRATION

Registration at www.apaonline.org is open. The registration rate for the meeting will include access to both in-person and virtual sessions so that registrants can participate in sessions in the format(s) that work(s) best for them.

MEETING HASHTAG

The hashtag for the 2022 Eastern Division meeting is #APAEastern22.
Special Events

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
Wednesday, January 5, 1:00–6:00 p.m.

AAPT-APA TEACHING HUB
Thursday, January 6, 9:00 a.m.–10:00 p.m.
Friday, January 7, 9:00 a.m.–10:00 p.m.

BUSINESS MEETING
Thursday, January 6, 1:00–2:00 p.m.

PRIZE RECEPTION
Thursday, January 6, 6:00–7:00 p.m.

POSTER SESSION
Friday, January 7, 12:00 Noon–1:50 p.m.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
Friday, January 7, 4:00–5:50 p.m.

RECEPTION
Friday, January 7, 8:00 p.m.–12:00 Midnight
The AAPT-APA Teaching Hub

The American Association of Philosophy Teachers (AAPT) and the American Philosophical Association Committee on the Teaching of Philosophy (CTP) have co-organized a two-day conference on teaching for the 2022 Eastern Division meeting. We are aiming to bring the collegial and supportive culture of the AAPT to the APA; highlight teaching within the context of an APA meeting; stretch beyond the traditional APA session format to offer sessions that model active learning; and attract a broader range of philosophers to the divisional meetings.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 6

T5. The Hidden Curriculum
9:00–10:50 a.m.
Chair: Kiran Bhardwaj (Phillips Academy Andover)
Presenters: Katherine Ward (Bucknell University)
Nuzhat Khurshid (York University)
Andy Housiaux (Phillips Academy Andover)

T6. Religion in the Philosophy Classroom
11:00 a.m.–12:50 p.m.
Chair: Ryan Miller (University of Geneva)
Presenters: Matthew Pierlott (West Chester University of Pennsylvania)
“Creating and Structuring Religiously Inclusive Classrooms in Divisive Times: Cultivating Trust”
Zachary Wooten (West Chester University of Pennsylvania)
Title TBA
Rebeka Ferreira (Green River College)
“Why & How: Teaching the Dominant Religion Differently”
Jacob Waldenmaier (Ursuline College)
“A Seat at the Symposium: Using Logic to Welcome, Challenge, and Dignify Beliefs”
T7. **Disabled Philosophers: Equity and Accessibility in the Philosophy Classroom**
Sponsored by the APA Committee on the Status of Disabled People in the Profession

Chair: Maeve M. O’Donovan (Independent Scholar)
Speakers: Amandine Catala (University of Quebec at Montreal)
   “Addressing (Neuro)Ableism in Philosophy: Equity and Accessibility for Autistic Students”
Rachel Levit Ades (Arizona State University)
   “Lessons from the ADA: Creating a Late Work Accommodations Process for Everyone”
Jennifer Scuro (Molloy College) and Devonya Havis (Canisius College and University of Buffalo Center for Diversity Innovation)
   “On Trauma-Informed and Disability-Informed Teaching Practices: “Nothing about Us without Us”

T8. **Climate Response-Ability in the Classroom**
**Topic: Climate Response-Ability in the Classroom**
4:00–5:50 p.m.

Chair: Rebecca Millsop (University of Rhode Island)
Speakers: Simona Mila Capisani (Princeton University)
   Marion Hourdequin (Colorado College)

T9. **Alternative Grading**
7:00–10:00 p.m.

Chair: Chris Blake-Turner (University of Alabama–Birmingham)
Speakers: Patrick Walsh (Carnegie Mellon University)
   “Specifications Grading: Why and How”
Jonathan Wurtz (University of Memphis)
   “Adapting the Logic of Role-Playing Games for Introductory Classes in Philosophy”
Asia Ferrin (American University)
   “Writing a Grading Statement”
Nina Emery (Mount Holyoke College)
   “Self-Grading in the Philosophy Classroom”
FRIDAY, JANUARY 7

T10. Philosophy Across the Generations: Creating Opportunities for Deliberative Discussions
9:00–10:50 a.m.
Chair: Roberta Israeloff (Squire Family Foundation)
Speakers: Michael Vazquez (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
“Philosophy as a Vehicle for Intergenerational Dialogue“
Natalie Fletcher (Université de Montréal)
“Intergenerational Meaning-making: Creative Philosophy Workshops between Young Immigrants and Local Elders“

T12. AAPT Workshop: Cultivating Classroom Conversation in a Culture of Quiet
2:00–3:50 p.m.
Chair: Alida Liberman (Southern Methodist University)

T14. Closing Reception: Undergraduate Research and Faculty SoTL Poster Session
7:00–10:00 p.m.
Chairs: Jessica Davis (Notre Dame of Maryland University)
Kristina Grob (University of South Carolina–Sumter)
Divisional and Affiliated Group Programs

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 5

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
1:00–6:00 p.m.

MIDDAY, 11:00 A.M.–12:50 P.M.

DIVISIONAL PROGRAM

1A. Invited Symposium: The Number Sense
Chair: TBA
Speaker: Jacob Beck (York University)
Commentators: Geoffrey Lee (University of California, Berkeley)
Oliver Marshall (Instituto de Investigaciones Filosóficas, UNAM)

1C. Invited Symposium: Racism and the History of Philosophy
Chair: Jameliah Shorter-Bourhanou (College of the Holy Cross)
Speakers: Corey Beckford (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
“What Is the Worth of a Negro?: A Possible Kantian Answer”
Brandon Hogan (Howard University)
“Why Read Dead White Men?”
Anwar Uhuru (Monmouth University)
“Femme-phobia and Black Queer Male Identity”

1D. Author Meets Critics: Sara Protasi, The Philosophy of Envy
Chair: Alida Liberman (Southern Methodist University)
Critics: Rosalind Chaplin (University of California, San Diego)
Alice MacLachlan (York University)
Author: Sara Protasi (University of Puget Sound)
1E. **APA Committee Session: TBA**  
Arranged by the APA Committee on the Status of Women  
Session details TBA

1F. **Symposium: Fictional Untruths and Cartoons Per Se: Illustrative Harm in *Little Black Sambo***  
Chair: Christina Van Dyke (Calvin College)  
Speaker: Mary Gregg (University of Connecticut, Storrs)  
"Fictional Untruths and Cartoons Per Se: Illustrative Harm in *Little Black Sambo*"  
Commentators: Olivia Branscum (Columbia University)  
Brandon Gladstone (Emory University)

1G. **Symposium: Are There Moral Judgments?**  
Chair: Mario Ivan Juarez-Garcia (University of Arizona)  
Speaker: David Sackris (Arapahoe Community College) and Rasmus Rosenberg Larsen (University of Toronto Mississauga)  
"Are There Moral Judgments?"  
Commentators: Julia Smith (University of Toronto)  
Huzeyfe Demirtas (Syracuse University)

1H. **Colloquium: Applied Ethics**  
Chair: TBA  
Speaker: Mark Herman (Arkansas State University)  
"Grounding Moral Debiasing within a Scientific Context: What Is the Criterion of Moral Error?"  
Commentator: TBA  
Speaker: Peter Seipel (University of South Carolina)  
"In Praise of Ineffectiveness"  
Commentator: Vik Joshi (Columbia University)

1I. **Colloquium: Cognitive Science**  
Chair: Eleni Angelou (The Graduate Center, CUNY)  
Speaker: Andre Curtis-Trudel (The Ohio State University)  
"The (Non)Problem of Simultaneous Implementation"  
Commentator: John Symons (University of Kansas)  
Speaker: Aida Roige (University of Maryland, College Park)  
"A Mixed Box: Mechanisms in Cognitive Science"  
Commentator: Lane DesAutels (Missouri Western State University)
1J. Colloquium: Aesthetics  
   Chair: John Dyck (Auburn University)  
   Speaker: Zachary Weinstein (University of Toronto)  
   “Striving to Appreciate?”  
   Commentator: Robbie Kubala (University of Texas at Austin)  
   Speaker: Antony Aumann (Northern Michigan University)  
   “Art and the Limits of Imagination”  
   Commentator: Saul Fisher (Mercy College)

AFFILIATED GROUP PROGRAM

G1A. National Philosophical Counseling Association  
   Session details TBA

G1B. American Society for Value Inquiry  
   Topic: Author Meets Critic: Lydia Amir, Philosophy, Humor and the Human Condition  
   Chair: G. John Abbarno (D’Youville College)  
   Critics: Ayelet Lilti (Universite SciencesPo)  
            Michael Picard (Douglas College)  
   Author: Lydia Amir (Tufts University)

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, 2:00–3:50 P.M.

DIVISIONAL PROGRAM

2A. Author Meets Critics: Adam Pautz, Perception  
   Chair: Jon Simon (University of Montreal)  
   Critics: Brian Cutter (University of Notre Dame)  
            Jeffrey Speaks (University of Notre Dame)  
            Umrao Sethi (Brandeis University)  
   Author: Adam Pautz (Brown University)

2B. Invited Symposium: Perspectives on Moral Sentimentalism  
   Chair: Benjamin Arah (Bowie State University)  
   Speakers: Erin Frykholm (The University of Kansas)  
            “Sentimentalism and Situated Knowledge”  
            Christina Chuang (Nanyang Technological University)  
            “Moral Sentimentalism: From Sentient Beings to Robots”  
            Olivia Bailey (University of California, Berkeley)  
            “Two Views of the Virtue of Humanity”
Dobin Choi (University of Iowa)  
“Harmonizing Justice: Self-Interest, Moral Sentiments, and the Practice of Justice”

2C. Invited Symposium: On the Desuperiorization of Western Philosophy  
Session details TBA

2D. Invited Symposium: Virtue, Persons and Love  
Chair: Sara Protasi (University of Puget Sound)  
Speakers: Denise Vigani (Seton Hall University)  
Noell Birondo (University of Texas at El Paso)

2E. Symposium: Framing Effects and Consent  
Chair: Travis Rieder (Johns Hopkins University)  
Speaker: Samuel Director (Brown University)  
“Framing Effects and Consent”  
Commentators: Francis Beckwith (Baylor University)  
Robyn Waller (Iona College)

2G. Colloquium: Aristotelian Ethics  
Chair: Joshua Mendelsohn (Loyola University of Chicago)  
Speaker: Samuel Bennett (Purdue University)  
“Nonvoluntary Action and Regret in Aristotle”  
Commentator: Rory Hanlon (University of Chicago)  
Speaker: Natalie Hannan (University of Rochester)  
“Eudemian Ethics VIII.1 on Why the Virtues Are Not Epistemai”  
Commentator: Rosemary Twomey (Queens College, CUNY)

2H. Colloquium: Compatibilist Free Will  
Chair: TBA  
Speaker: Samantha Seybold (Purdue University)  
“Reviving the Causal Perspective: A Response to Jeppsson’s Hard-Line Reply”  
Commentator: Andrei A. Buckareff (Marist College)  
Speaker: Hannah Tierney (University of California, Davis)  
“The Four-Case Argument and the Existential/Universal Effect”  
Commentator: TBA

2I. Colloquium: Early Modern Epistemology  
Chair: Tim Jankowiak (Towson University)  
Speaker: Taro Okamura (University of Alberta)
“Truth-Sensitivity of Hume’s Naturalistic Epistemology”

Commentator: Charles Goldhaber (University of Pittsburgh)
Speaker: Qiannan Li (University of Minnesota, Twin Cities)
“The Rationality Ground for the Kantian Reasonable Hopes”

Commentator: Catherine Smith (Iona College)

2J. Colloquium: Functionalism and Fine-Tuning

Chair: Jessica Pfeifer (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)
Speaker: Thomas Metcalf (Spring Hill College)
“Fine-Tuning, the Multiverse, and the Total Evidence Requirement”

Commentator: Neil Manson (University of Mississippi)
Speaker: Ioan Muntean (University of Texas at Rio Grande Valley)
“Being Functionalist about Scientific Perspectivism”

Commentator: Lu Chen (Koç University)

AFFILIATED GROUP PROGRAM

G2A. Society for the Phenomenology of Religious Experience (SOPHERE)
Topic: Phenomenology of Forgiveness and Reconciliation

Chair: TBA
Speaker: Drew Chastain (Loyola University New Orleans)
“Just as I Am: The Spiritual Significance of Being Forgiven”
Steen Halling (Seattle University)
“Forgiveness as the Manifestation of Transcendence in Human Relations”
Rene Dentz (Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais)
“Ricoeur and Latin American Theology: Postmodernity and Vulnerability, a Theo-Analysis of a Case by Bento Rodrigues”
Patrick Andre Mencias (University of Santo Tomas)
“Teshuvah and the Return to Goodness: Emmanuel Levinas’ Concept of Forgiveness in the Religious Dimension”
Peter Costello (Providence College)
“Forgiveness as an Existential Clue: How Dasein Is Made to Forgive”

This session will end later than 3:50 p.m.
G2B. Philosophy of Time Society
Chair: Richard Hanley (University of Delaware)
Speakers:
- David Ingram (York University) “Dynamic Existence and the Logical Turn”
- Matias Slavov (Tampere University of Technology) “Why the Deflationary Account of Passage Is Not Trivial”

This session will end later than 3:50 p.m.

G2C. Center for New Narratives in Philosophy
Topic: Revisiting the Linguistic Turn
Chair: TBA
Speakers:
- Gary Ostertag (The Graduate Center, CUNY, and Nassau Community College)
- Consuelo Preti (The College of New Jersey) “Moore and Mind-Independence”

G2D. International Association for the Philosophy of Humor
Topic: Philosophy of Humor
Chair: Lydia Amir (Tufts University)
Speakers:
- Abraham Olivier (University of Fort Hare) “The Outburst of Laughter: Phenomenological Reflections on Laughter, the Body, and Emotions”
- Carson Webb (Piedmont College) “Eternal Jest: The Comic Sub Specie Aeternitatis”
- Brendon Lemon (Stand-Up Comedian) “Philosophy in Humor: A Stand-Up Comedian Perspective”
- Michael Picard (Douglas College) “Logical Laughter: Humor as Philosophy”

G2E. Society for the Study of Women Philosophers
Session details TBA

WEDNESDAY LATE AFTERNOON, 4:00–5:50 P.M.

DIVISIONAL PROGRAM

3A. Invited Symposium: Aristotle, Principles, and Habituation
Chair: Rosemary Twomey (Queens College, CUNY)
Speakers:
- Christiana Olfert (Tufts University)
- Marc Gasser-Wingate (Boston University)
3B. **Author Meets Critics: Ted Sider, *The Tools of Metaphysics and the Metaphysics of Science***

   Chair: Erica Shumener (University of Pittsburgh)
   Critics: Gordon Belot (University of Michigan–Ann Arbor)
           Carolyn Brighouse (Occidental College)
   Author: Ted Sider (Rutgers University–New Brunswick)

3C. **Author Meets Critics: Eugene Garver, *Spinoza and the Cunning of Imagination***

   Chair: Stephen Harrop (Yale University)
   Critics: Charles Huenemann (Utah State University)
           Kenneth Seeskin (Northwestern University)
           Emily Grosholz (The Pennsylvania State University)
   Author: Eugene Garver (College of Saint Benedict and Saint John’s University)

3D. **Colloquium: Aspiration and Depression**

   Chair: TBA
   Speaker: Devin Curry (West Virginia University)
           "Unwitting Aspiration"
   Commentator: David Linclince (Central Connecticut State University)
   Speaker: Xiang Yu (The Ohio State University)
           "Desires and the Problem of Severe Depression"
   Commentator: TBA

3F. **Symposium: Expressivism, Subjectivism, and Inquiry**

   Chair: Vance Ricks (Northeastern University)
   Speaker: Philip Clark (University of Toronto Mississauga)
           "Expressivism, Subjectivism, and Inquiry"
   Commentators: Neil Sinclair (University of Nottingham)
                 James Brown (University of Sheffield)

3E. **Symposium: The Event-Property View of Sounds**

   Chair: TBA
   Speaker: Jason Leddington (Bucknell University)
           "The Event-Property View of Sounds"
   Commentators: Megan Entwistle (Harvard University)
                 Jacob Lettie (Johns Hopkins University)

3G. **Colloquium: Autonomy**

   Chair: Nils Rauhut (Coastal Carolina University)
   Speaker: Sean Donahue (University of Southern California)
           "Autonomy and Information Overload"
Commentator: Daniel Koltonski (University of Delaware)
Speaker: Pascal Brixel (Clemson University)
“Incentives Compromise Autonomy: The Unfreedom of Extrinsically Motivated Activity”
Commentator: Simone Gubler (University of Nevada–Reno)

3H. Colloquium: Epistemology and Prejudice
Chair: Laura Soter (University of Michigan–Ann Arbor)
Speaker: Thomas Kelly (Princeton University)
“Bias, Norms, and the Perspectival Character of Bias Attributions”
Commentator: James Beebe (University at Buffalo)
Speaker: Anna Brinkerhoff (Brown University)
“Prejudiced Beliefs Based on the Evidence: Responding to a Challenge for Evidentialism”
Commentator: Andrew Winters (Yavapai College)

Chair: Alex Richardson (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

3J. Symposium: Is Accuracy Required for Biologically Successful Perception?
Chair: Craig Agule (Rutgers University–Camden)
Speaker: Todd Ganson (Oberlin College)
“Is Accuracy Required for Biologically Successful Perception?”
Commentators: Paul Bohan-Broderick (Clark University)
Caitlin Mace (University of Pittsburgh)

AFFILIATED GROUP PROGRAM

G3A. Political Epistemology Network
Chair: Robert Talisse (Vanderbilt University)
Speakers: Chelsea Rosenthal (Simon Fraser University)
“Speech and Social Media: Making the Problem Easier”
Alfred Archer (Tilburg University)
“Poverty, Meritocracy, and Epistemic Injustice”
Leonie Smith (The University of Manchester)
“Poverty, Meritocracy, and Epistemic Injustice”
G3B. **Hume Society**  
**Chair:** Lauren Kopajtic (Fordham University)  
**Speaker:** Dario Perinetti (Université du Québec à Montréal)  
“The Nature of Humean Perceptions”  
**Commentator:** Charles Goldhaber (University of Pittsburgh)  
**Speaker:** Getty Lustila (Stonehill College)  
“The Subtle Skepticism of Hume’s Essays on Happiness”  
**Commentator:** Katharina Paxman (Brigham Young University)

---

**WEDNESDAY EVENING, 7:00–10:00 P.M.**

**AFFILIATED GROUP PROGRAM**

G4A. **The Society for the History of Political Philosophy**  
Session details TBA

G4B. **Søren Kierkegaard Society**  
**Chair:** TBA  
**Speaker:** Elizabeth Li (Princeton University)  
“‘Spatiated’ Existence as a Concept of Kierkegaardian (Non)Philosophy”

G4C. **Heidegger Circle**  
**Topic:** Ontological Realism, Science, and the Transformation of History: On Heidegger’s “The Argument against Need (for the Being-in-Itself of Beings)”  
**Chair:** Andrew Mitchell (Emory University)  
**Speakers:** Tobias Keiling (Bonn University)  
“Being Before Time: Heidegger on Realism and Ontological Independence”  
Christopher Merwin (Emory University)  
“Arguing the Age of the Earth: Heidegger, Being, and the Transformation of History”  
Ian Alexander Moore (Loyola Marymount University and St. John’s College)  
“Subordination or Separation? Heidegger on the Ontological Status of Geological Facts”
THURSDAY, JANUARY 6

AAPT-APA TEACHING HUB
9:00 a.m.–10:00 p.m.

BUSINESS MEETING
1:00–2:00 p.m.

PRIZE RECEPTION
6:00–7:00 p.m.

MORNING, 9:00–10:50 A.M.

DIVISIONAL PROGRAM

5B. Invited Symposium: Right to, and Rights In, Prostheses and Assistive Technology
Session details TBA

5C. Author Meets Critics: Michael Della Rocca, *Parmenidean Ascent*
Chair: Jacob McNulty (New York University)
Critics: Ana-Sofia Maurin (University of Gothenburg)
        Timothy Clarke (University of California, Berkeley)
Author: Michael Della Rocca (Yale University)

5D. Colloquium: Legal Sensitivity and Intentional Action
Chair: Craig Agule (Rutgers University–Camden)
Speaker: Michael Kirley (University of Toronto)
        “Intentional Action, Know-how, and Lucky Success”
Commentator: Henry Schiller (University of Texas at Austin)
Speaker: Mikaela Mackenzie (University of California Los Angeles)
        “An Appeal for Sensitivity in the Courtroom”
Commentator: John Collins (East Carolina University)

5E. Symposium: On the Necessity of Guaranteed Housing
Chair: Jessica Imanaka (Seattle University)
Speaker: Paul Schofield (Bates College)
        “On the Necessity of Guaranteed Housing”
Commentators: David O’Brien (Tulane University)
              Kathryn Joyce (Princeton University)
5F. **Symposium: Reductive Evidentialism and the Normativity of Logic**
   - Chair: TBA
   - Speaker: Nader Shoaibi (University of Indianapolis)
   - "Reductive Evidentialism and the Normativity of Logic"
   - Commentators: Jillian Roberts (Princeton University)
   - Romina Padro (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

5G. **Symposium: The Epistemic Conception of Salience**
   - Chair: Brian Cutter (University of Notre Dame)
   - Speaker: Ege Yumusak (Harvard University)
   - "The Epistemic Conception of Salience"
   - Commentator: Jorge Morales (Northeastern University)

5H. **Colloquium: Blame and Distrust**
   - Chair: Joseph Orttung (Cornell University)
   - Speaker: Samuel Reis-Dennis (Albany Medical College)
   - "Blame’s High Horse"
   - Commentator: Juan Pineros Glasscock (Georgia State University)
   - Speaker: Jason D’Cruz (University at Albany)
   - "Distrust as a Defensive Stance"
   - Commentator: Minji Jang (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

5I. **Colloquium: Epistemic Issues in Social/Political Philosophy**
   - Chair: Stephanie Sheintul (University of Wisconsin–Madison)
   - Speaker: A. G. Holdier (The University of Arkansas)
   - "On the Epistemic Threats of Counterfeit Memorials"
   - Commentator: Beba Cibralic (Georgetown University)
   - Speaker: Moya Mapps (Yale University)
   - "Believing Women"
   - Commentator: Quill Kukla (Georgetown University)

5J. **Colloquium: Interpretation and Meaning**
   - Chair: A. G. Holdier (The University of Arkansas)
   - Speaker: Ryan Miller (University of Geneva)
   - "Lexical Negotiations"
   - Commentator: TBA
   - Speaker: Chang Liu (Peking University)
   - "That’s Not What I Meant: Toward an Ethics of Interpretation"
   - Commentator: Rachel Rudolph (Auburn University)
T5. Teaching Hub: The Hidden Curriculum
   Chair: Kiran Bhardwaj (Phillips Academy Andover)
   Presenters: Katherine Ward (Bucknell University)
               Nuzhat Khurshid (York University)
               Andy Housiaux (Phillips Academy Andover)

AFFILIATED GROUP PROGRAM

G5A. Association for Philosophy of Education
   Session details TBA
   This session will end later than 10:50 a.m.

G5B. International Plato Society
   Session details TBA
   This session will end later than 10:50 a.m.

G5C. International Society for Buddhist Philosophy
   Session details TBA

G5D. Society for Philosophy of Emotion
   Topic: Author Meets Critics: Marta Benenti, Expressiveness
          Perception and Emotions in the Experience of Expressive Objects
   Chair: TBA
   Critics: Becko Copenhaver (Washington University in St. Louis)
              Jay Odenbaugh (Lewis and Clark College)
              Yujia Song (Salisbury University)
              María León (Universidad de Murcia)
              Matteo Ravasio (Peking University)
              Jerrold Levinson (University of Maryland)
   Author: Marta Benenti (San Raffaele University)

G5E. Josiah Royce Society
   Chair: Daniel Brunson (Morgan State University)
   Speakers: Daniel Brunson (Morgan State University)
             “Arguments from the Possibilities of Errors”
             Carl Sachs (Marymount University)
             “The Importance of Being Wrong: Davidson’s Roycean Roots”
Kara Barnette (Westminster College of Salt Lake City)
“It’s Not Me, It’s You: Royce’s Conception of Error and Cognitive Behavior Therapy”

G5G. American Society for Value Inquiry
Chair: G. John Abbarno (Buffalo State College)
Speaker: Lydia Amir (Tufts University)
“The Reception of Nietzsche as the Philosopher of Laughter”

G5H. International Society for Environmental Ethics
Session details TBA

G5I. Philosophy in Africana Traditions (PRAT)
Topic: Africana Philosophers and Reflections on COVID-19
Chair: K. Bailey Thomas (The University of Louisville)
Speakers: Ronke Oke (Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts)
“Herd Immunity: African Repatriation as Refuge in Pandemic Times”
Shaeeda Mensah (McDaniel College)
“To be Black and Birthing in the Wake of COVID”
Damion Scott (Stony Brook University)
“Semantic Puzzles about Afrofuturism”

THURSDAY MIDDAY, 11:00 A.M.–12:50 P.M.
DIVISIONAL PROGRAM

6A. Invited Symposium: Natural Language Ontology
Chair: TBA
Speakers: Friederike Moltman (Centre national de la recherche scientifique (CNRS))
David Liebesman (University of Calgary)
Commentator: Thomas Hofweber (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

6B. Invited Symposium: The Epistemic Responsibilities of Democratic Citizens
Chair: Alex Worsnip (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Speaker: Fabienne Peter (University of Warwick)
“Political Deference”
Commentators: Regina Rini (York University)  
Kevin Dorst (University of Pittsburgh)

6C. **Author Meets Critics: Olúfẹ́mi Táíwò, Reconsidering Reparations: Worldmaking in the Age of Climate Crisis**  
Chair: Ari Watson (Georgetown University)  
Critics: Dana Miranda (University of Massachusetts Boston)  
Vanessa Wills (George Washington University)  
Author: Olúfẹ́mi Táíwò (Georgetown University)

6D. **Author Meets Critics: Sanford Goldberg, Conversational Pressure**  
Session details TBA

6E. **Symposium: Varieties of Moral Mistake**  
Chair: Brian Berkey (University of Pennsylvania)  
Speaker: Zoe Johnson King (University of Southern California)  
“Varieties of Moral Mistake”  
Commentators: Emily McRae (University of New Mexico)  
Keshav Singh (University of Alabama–Birmingham)

6F. **Symposium: Hope for Fallibilists**  
Chair: TBA  
Speaker: James Fritz (Virginia Commonwealth University)  
“Hope for Fallibilists”  
Commentators: Alexei Angelides (California State University, East Bay)  
Mason Westfall (University of Toronto)

6G. **Symposium: Loving Learning: Plato’s Philosophical Dogs and the Education of the Guardians**  
Chair: Jacob Stump (Northeastern University)  
Speaker: Allison Pineros Glasscock (Georgia State University)  
“Loving Learning: Plato’s Philosophical Dogs and the Education of the Guardians”  
Commentators: Rachel Singpurwalla (University of Maryland)  
Eric Brown (Washington University in St. Louis)

6H. **Colloquium: Medical Ethics**  
Chair: Jeremy Henry (Washington University in St. Louis)  
Speaker: Jill Delston (University of Missouri–St. Louis)  
“The Ethics of Precision Health”
Commentator: Paul Cummins (Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai)
Speaker: Shaun Respess (Virginia Tech)
"Plight of the Caregiver: The Commodification of Mental Health Care"
Commentator: Tomasz Wysocki (University of Pittsburgh)

6I. **APA Committee Session: Barriers to Belonging: Surviving Graduate School and the Job Market as an Underrepresented Philosopher**
Arranged by the APA Graduate Student Council
Chair: Thomas Ames (Washington University in St. Louis)
      Sophie Arase (Florida State University)
Speakers: Arianna Falbo (Brown University)
         Heather Stewart (Oklahoma State University)

6J. **Colloquium: Epistemic Puzzles**
Chair: TBA
Speaker: Wade Munroe (University of Michigan)
"Semiotics in the Head: Thinking about and Thinking through Symbols"
Commentator: Francesco Pupa (Nassau Community College)
Speaker: James Simpson (University of Florida)
"A Note on Williamson’s Gettier Cases in Epistemic Logic"
Commentator: TBA

6K. **Colloquium: Ethics and Equality**
Chair: Sabrina Leeds (Georgetown University)
Speaker: Eric Shoemaker (University of Toronto)
Commentator: I. Udell (West Chester University)
Speaker: Hugo Cossette-Lefebvre (McGill University)
"Relational Equality at the Global Level: Moving beyond Deontic Relational Egalitarianism"
Commentator: Eva Yguico (Harvard University)

6L. **APA Committee Session: Authors Meet Critics: Latin American Immigration Ethics**
Arranged by the APA Committee on Hispanics/Latinxs
Chair: Ernesto Rosen Velasquez (University of Dayton)
Authors: Eduardo Mendieta (The Pennsylvania State University)
Luis Diaz (Universidad Autonoma de Ciudad Juarez)
Amy Reed-Sandoval (University of Nevada–Las Vegas)
Carlos Pereda (Instituto de Investigaciones Filosóficas–Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)

Critics: Linda Alcoff (Hunter College, CUNY)
Lewis Gordon (University of Connecticut)

6M. Colloquium: Philosophy of Language
Chair: TBA
Speaker: Giorgio Sbardolini (University of Amsterdam)
“Why ‘Might’?”
Commentator: Joseph Shieber (Lafayette College)
Speaker: James Woodbridge (University of Nevada–Las Vegas)
“A Grim Situation for New Theories of Propositions”
Commentator: Juan Colomina (Louisiana State University)

T6. Teaching Hub: Religion in the Philosophy Classroom
Chair: Ryan Miller (University of Geneva)
Presenters: Matthew Pierlott (West Chester University of Pennsylvania)
“Creating and Structuring Religiously Inclusive Classrooms in Divisive Times: Cultivating Trust”
Zachary Wooten (West Chester University of Pennsylvania)
Title TBA
Rebeka Ferreira (Green River College)
“Why & How: Teaching the Dominant Religion Differently”
Jacob Waldenmaier (Ursuline College)
“A Seat at the Symposium: Using Logic to Welcome, Challenge, and Dignify Beliefs”

AFFILIATED GROUP PROGRAM

G6A. Wilfrid Sellars Society
Topic: Continental Readings of Wilfrid Sellars
Chair: Carl Sachs (Marymount University)
Speakers: Reza Negarestani (New Center for Research and Practice)
“Sellarsian Cyborgs”
Daniel Sacilotto (University of California, Los Angeles)
“Saving the Noumenon”
Ekin Erkan (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
“Mapping and Intending”

G6B. Society for Skeptical Studies
Topic: Disagreement and Epistemic Autonomy
Chair: James Beebe (University at Buffalo)
Speakers:
- Jonathan Matheson (University of North Florida)
  “The Virtue of Epistemic Autonomy”
- James Beebe (University at Buffalo)
  “The Virtues of Conciliationism: An Empirical Investigation of Intellectual Virtues and Peer Disagreement”

G6C. Radical Philosophy Association
Chair: George Fourlas (Franklin and Marshall College and Hampshire College)
Critics:
- Sarah Vitale (Ball State University)
- Justin Pack (California State University, Stanislaus)
- David Peña-Guzmán (San Francisco State University)
Author: Brandon Absher (D’Youville College)

G6D. Society for Indian Philosophy and Religion
Topic: Development of Logic: East and West
Chair: Michael McKeon (Barry University)
Speakers:
- Jenny Hung (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology)
  “Is Emptiness Non-empty?: Awareness, Time, and Unchanging Reality in Surangana Sutra”
- Gordon Haist (University of South Carolina–Beaufort)
  “The Logic of Practical Reasoning from Carvaka to the Middle Academy”
- Kisor Chakrabarti (Institute of Cross Cultural Studies and Academic Exchange)
  “Rationality of Induction”
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, 2:00–3:50 P.M.

DIVISIONAL PROGRAM

7A. APA Committee Session: Danto/ASA Prize
Arranged by the APA Committee on Lectures, Publications, and Research
Chair: Lynne Tirrell (University of Connecticut)
Speaker: Sarah Lewis (Harvard University)
“Groundwork: Race and Aesthetics in the Era of Stand Your Ground Law”
Commentators: Fred Moten (New York University)
Imani Perry (Princeton University)

7B. Invited Symposium: Pandemics, Priorities, and Ethical Theories
Session details TBA

7C. Invited Symposium: Instrumentalism vs. Scientific Realism
Chair: Ryan Olsen (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Speakers: Kyle Stanford (University of California, Irvine)
“The Ignominious Death of the Miracle Argument”
Stathis Psillos (University of Athens)
Title TBA
Darrell Rowbottom (Lingnan University)
Title TBA

7D. Author Meets Critics: John Brunero, Instrumental Rationality
Chair: Keshav Singh (University of Alabama–Birmingham)
Critics: Sarah Paul (New York University–Abu Dhabi)
Sarah Stroud (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Author: John Brunero (University of Nebraska–Lincoln)

7E. APA Committee Session: TBA
Arranged by the APA Committee on LGBTQ People in the Profession
Session details TBA

7F. Symposium: Blame as Attention
Chair: Jeremiah Tillman (University of Maryland at College Park)
Speaker: Eugene Chislenko (Temple University)
“Blame as Attention”
Commentators: Anni Raty (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Craig Agule (Rutgers University–Camden)
7G. **Symposium: Achieving Self-knowledge**  
Chair: TBA  
Speaker: Michael Cholbi (University of Edinburgh)  
“Achieving Self-knowledge”  
Commentators: Yoon Choi (Marquette University)  
Catherine Hochman (University of California, Los Angeles)

7H. **Symposium: A Husserlian/Fodorian Approach to Deep Learning Resulting in a Phenomenologically Grounded Mechanism for the Origination of Concepts**  
Chair: Andrew Richmond (Columbia University)  
Speaker: Jesse Lopes (Boston University)  
“A Husserlian/Fodorian Approach to Deep Learning Resulting in a Phenomenologically Grounded Mechanism for the Origination of Concepts”  
Commentators: Christian Carrozzo (University at Albany)  
Eli Alshanetsky (Temple University)

7I. **Colloquium: Malebranche’s Neo-Stoicism**  
Chair: TBA  
Speaker: James Mackey (University of Western Ontario)  
“Neo-Stoic Themes in Malebranche’s Philosophy”  
Commentator: Colin Chamberlain (Temple University)

7J. **Colloquium: Moral Encroachment**  
Chair: TBA  
Speaker: Jasmine Gunkel (University of Southern California)  
“Moral Encroachment and Aesthetic Alienation”  
Commentator: Steven Wagner (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)  
Speaker: Lisa Cassell (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)  
“Moral Encroachment and Positive Profiling”  
Commentator: Ravi Thakral (University of St Andrews)

7K. **Colloquium: Philosophy of Logic**  
Chair: TBA  
Speaker: Stephen Mackereth (University of Pittsburgh)  
“Conservativeness and the Neo-Fregean Program”  
Commentator: James Andrew Smith (Indiana University Bloomington)
Speaker: Jim Hutchinson (University of Toronto Mississauga)  
“Logical Pluralism and Normativity: Conflict and Collapse”

Commentator: Daniel Boyd (Hunter College, CUNY, and New York University)

7L. Colloquium: Perception  
Chair: Rebecca Harrison (University of California, Riverside)  
Speaker: Arieh Schwartz (University of California, Davis)  
“Simple Remembering”

Commentator: Becko Copenhaver (Washington University in St. Louis)

7M. Diversity Institute Alumni Session  
Chair: Asia Ferrin (American University)  
Speakers: Mackenzi Barrett (Mason University)  
“On Self-Determination: A State’s Right to Control Its Borders”

Commentator: Adam Hosein (Northeastern University)  
Speaker: Abhi Ruparelia (Simon Fraser University)  
“Virtue, Silencing, and Perception”

Commentator: Denise Vigani (Seton Hall University)  
Speaker: Brittany Johnson (California State University, Bakersfield)  
“Implicit Bias and an Examination of Its Impact on Healthcare Encounters for Black Women”

Commentator: Jada Wiggleton-Little (University of California, San Diego)

7N. Colloquium: Memory and the First-Person Perspective  
Chair: Adam Pautz (Brown University)  
Speaker: Thomas Ames (Washington University in St. Louis)  
“Bifurcating Memory”

Commentator: Simon Brown (Johns Hopkins University)  
Speaker: Dylan Ludwig (York University)  
“The First-Person Perspective is Not a Defining Feature of Consciousness”

Commentator: Noah Daniel Betz-Richman (Columbia University)

7T. Teaching Hub: Disabled Philosophers: Equity and Accessibility in the Philosophy Classroom  
Sponsored by the APA Committee on the Status of Disabled People in the Profession
Chair: Maeve M. O’Donovan (Independent Scholar)
Speakers: Amandine Catala (University of Quebec at Montreal)
“Addressing (Neuro)Ableism in Philosophy: Equity and Accessibility for Autistic Students”
Rachel Levit Ades (Arizona State University)
“Lessons from the ADA: Creating a Late Work Accommodations Process for Everyone”
Jennifer Scuro (Molloy College) and Devonya Havis (Canisius College and University of Buffalo Center for Diversity Innovation)
“On Trauma-Informed and Disability-Informed Teaching Practices: “Nothing about Us without Us”

AFFILIATED GROUP PROGRAM

G7A. John Dewey Society
    Session details TBA

G7B. Eastern Division, Society for Women in Philosophy (ESWIP)
    Session details TBA

G7C. Society of Christian Philosophers
    Chair: Audra Goodnight (Villanova University)
    Speakers: Dean Zimmerman (Rutgers University)
              Trenton Merricks (University of Virginia)

G7D. Hong Kong Kant Society
    Topic: Kant in Perspective: Papers in Honor of Stephen R. Palmquist
    Chair: Chris Firestone (Trinity International University)
    Speakers: Simon Wong (Hang Seng University and Hong Kong Baptist University)
              "Gesinnung in Kant and the Preservation of the Heart in Confucianism"
              Jonathan Johnson (Hong Kong University and Hong Kong Baptist University)
              "Bridging the Immense Gulf: Palmquist’s Perspectives on Reflective Judgment”
              Brandon Love (Hong Kong Baptist University)
              "On Interpreting Kant Architectonically: Perspectives on Palmquist”
              Stephen Palmquist (Hong Kong Baptist University)
              "Response”
G7E. Society for Indian Philosophy and Religion
Topic: Rational Theology: East and West
  Chair: Gordon Haist (University of South Carolina–Beaufort)
  Speakers: Michael McKeon (Barry University)
    “Seeing the significance in the Sign: An Essay on the Plausibility of the Disciples’ Belief in the Resurrection of Jesus Christ”
  Stephen Sullivan (Edinboro University)
    “Animal Rights and Reincarnation”
  Kisor Chakrabarti (Institute of Cross Cultural Studies and Academic Exchange)
    “Udayana’s Causal Proofs of the Existence of God”
This session will end later than 3:50 p.m.

THURSDAY LATE AFTERNOON, 4:00–5:50 P.M.

DIVISIONAL PROGRAM

8A. Romanell Lecture
Arranged by the APA Committee on Lectures, Publications, and Research
  Chair: Peter Graham (University of California, Riverside)
  Speaker: Louise Antony (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

8B. Author Meets Critics: Susan Brison, Aftermath: Violence and the Remaking of a Self
  Chair: Sarah Tyson (University of Colorado Denver)
  Critics: Ann Cahill (Elon University)
          Linda Alcoff (Hunter College, CUNY)
  Author: Susan Brison (Dartmouth College)

8C. Invited Symposium: Disability and the Problem of Dehumanization
  Chair: Sonya Ringer (Johns Hopkins University)
  Speaker: David Smith (University of New England)
    “Unnatural Bodies: Disability as Metaphysical Threat”
  Commentator: Joel Reynolds (Georgetown University)
  Speaker: Licia Carlson (Providence College)
    “The Many Faces of De-humanization”
  Commentator: Corinne Lajoie (The Pennsylvania State University)
8E. Symposium: On the Self-Undermining Objection to Evolutionary Debunking Arguments
   Chair: TBA
   Speaker: Justis Koon (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
   “On the Self-Undermining Objection to Evolutionary Debunking Arguments”
   Commentators: Thomas Dougherty (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
   Rachel Dichter (University of Notre Dame)

8F. Symposium: Collective Agents as Moral Actors
   Chair: TBA
   Speaker: Säde Hormio (University of Helsinki)
   “Collective Agents as Moral Actors”
   Commentators: Alexander McCrum (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
   Jeanita Lyman (San Francisco State University)

8G. Symposium: Fichte on Belief and Justification
   Chair: Noah Valdez (Cornell University)
   Speaker: Haley Brennan (Princeton University)
   “Fichte on Belief and Justification”
   Commentators: Eliza Little (University of Chicago)
   Michael Baur (Fordham University)

8I. Colloquium: Plato and Aristotle
   Chair: TBA
   Speaker: Kyoungmin Cho (University of Illinois Chicago)
   “On Aristotle’s Test: A Generic Reading”
   Commentator: Ian McCready-Flora (University of Virginia)
   Speaker: Sarale Ben Asher (University of Chicago)
   “Priority of Acquaintance in the Meno”
   Commentator: Maria Salazar (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

8J. Colloquium: Psychiatry and Narrativity
   Chair: Andrew Winters (Yavapai College)
   Speaker: Alexandra Romanyszyn (Baylor University)
   “Narrativity and Post-Traumatic Growth: Or, the Right Way to Tell Stories”
   Commentator: TBA
   Speaker: Muhammad Ali Khalidi (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
   “Psychiatric Taxonomy and Causal Models: The Misclassification of Body Dysmorphic Disorder”
   Commentator: Vijay Mascarenhas (Metropolitan State University, Denver)
8K. Colloquium: Testimony
   Chair: Miriam McCormick (University of Richmond)
   Speaker: Benjamin Winokur (York University)
       “Testimonial Injustice Online? The Case of False Bot Judgements”
   Commentator: Noah Valdez (Cornell University)
   Speaker: Daniel Munro (University of Toronto)
       “Mental Imagery and the Epistemology of Testimony”
   Commentator: Stephanie Sheintul (University of Wisconsin–Madison)

T8. Teaching Hub: Climate Response-Ability in the Classroom
   Chair: Rebecca Millsop (University of Rhode Island)
   Speakers: Simona Mila Capisani (Princeton University)
             Marion Hourdequin (Colorado College)

AFFILIATED GROUP PROGRAM

G8A. Søren Kierkegaard Society
   Chair: TBA
   Speakers: Avron Kulak (York University)
       Keith Dow (Independent Scholar)
       “Confronting Stigma with Kierkegaardian Neighbor-Love”
       Timothy Stock (Salisbury University)
       “Leaping Beyond the ‘Leap of Faith’: Fable, Experiment, and Incomplete Existence”
       Carl Hughes (Texas Lutheran University)
       “From Rationalism and Fideism to Apophasis: Johannes Climacus as Negative Theologian”

G8B. Concerned Philosophers for Peace
   Chair: Fuat Gursozlu (Loyola University Maryland)
   Speakers: Jean-Marie Makang (Frostburg State University)
       “Authoritarianism and Sectarianism and the Democratic Experiment”
       Will Barnes (Curry College)
       “Left Cynicism, Cheekiness, and Satire”
James Walker (DePaul University)
“Towards a Radical Engagement with Global Health Inequity as a Necessary Component of Positive Peace Building”

G8C. **International Berkeley Society**
**Topic: Berkeley and Lady Mary Shepherd**
Chair: Patrick Connolly (Lehigh University)
Speakers: Keota Fields (University of Massachusetts Dartmouth)
“Shepherd and Berkeley on Physical Objects”
Richard Brook (Bloomsburg University)
“Defending Shepherd Against Some Criticisms of Her Criticisms of Berkeley”
Antonia LoLordo (University of Virginia)
“Shepherd’s Modified Berkeleyan Theory”

G8F. **Society for Asian and Comparative Philosophy**
Chair: TBA
Speaker: Elena Ziliotti (Delft University of Technology)
“A Democratic Conception of Confucian Leadership”

G8D. **International Association for the Philosophy of Humor**
Topic: Author Meets Critics: Lydia Amir, *The Legacy of Nietzsche’s Philosophy of Laughter: Bataille, Deleuze, Rosset*
Chair: Ayelet Lilti (Universite SciencesPo)
Critics: Matthew Meyer (The University of Scranton)
Russell Ford (Elmhurst College)
Author: Lydia Amir

G8E. **International Institute for Field Being**
Session details TBA

G8G. **Society for Phenomenology and Existential Philosophy**
**Topic: Biopolitics of the Pandemic**
Chair: Emily Parker (Towson University)
Speakers: Gordon Hull (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)
Perry Zurn (American University)
Karera Axelle (Emory University)
**G8H. Hong Kong Kant Society**  
**Topic:** Kant in Perspective: Papers in Honor of Stephen R. Palmquist  

**Chair:** Brandon Love (Hong Kong Baptist University)  
**Speakers:**  
- Chris Firestone (Trinity International University)  
  “Confucius, Kant, and the New Wave”  
- Jacqueline Marina (Purdue University)  
  “Perspectives on Kant’s Religion”  
- Mario Wenning (University of Macau)  
  “Do Mystics Require Cosmic Unity?”  
- Stephen Palmquist (Hong Kong Baptist University)  
  “Response”

---

**THURSDAY EVENING, 7:00–10:00 P.M.**

**DIVISIONAL PROGRAM**

9A. **APA Committee on Philosophy in Two-Year Colleges**  
Session details TBA

T9. **Teaching Hub: Alternative Grading**  
**Chair:** Chris Blake-Turner (University of Alabama–Birmingham)  
**Speakers:**  
- Patrick Walsh (Carnegie Mellon University)  
  “Specifications Grading: Why and How”  
- Jonathan Wurtz (University of Memphis)  
  “Adapting the Logic of Role-Playing Games for Introductory Classes in Philosophy”  
- Asia Ferrin (American University)  
  “Writing a Grading Statement”  
- Nina Emery (Mount Holyoke College)  
  “Self-Grading in the Philosophy Classroom”

**AFFILIATED GROUP PROGRAM**

G9A. **The Ayn Rand Society**  
Session details TBA

G9B. **Experimental Philosophy Society**  
**Topic:** Moral Psychology  
**Chair:** James Beebe (University at Buffalo)
Speakers: Jennifer Cole Wright (College of Charleston)  
“The Importance of Perceived Truthfulness and Trustworthiness in Reparative Conversations about Social, Racial, Economic, and Environmental Justice”  
Thomas Pölzler (University of Graz) and Ivar Hannikainen (University of Granada)  
“The Typicality Effect in Basic Needs”  
James Beebe (University at Buffalo)  
“What Kinds of People Are Moral Relativists”

G9C. Association for Informal Logic and Critical Thinking (AILACT)  
Topic: Social Justice and Argumentation  
Chair: Lloyd Carr (Rivier University)  
Speakers: Catherine Hundleby (University of Windsor)  
Kathryn Phillips (University of Rochester)  
Joseph Forte (Rivier University)  
Moira Howes (Trent University)  
Jeff Buechner (Rutgers University)

G9D. American Society for Aesthetics  
Topic: Author Meets Critics: Matt Strohl, Why It’s OK to Love Bad Movies  
Chair: TBA  
Critics: John Dyck (Auburn University)  
Nicholas Whittaker (The Graduate Center, CUNY)  
Elizabeth Scarbrough (Florida International University)  
Author: Matt Strohl (University of Montana)

G9E. Association for Philosophy of the Unconscious  
Session details TBA

G9F. Society for Ancient Greek Philosophy  
Topic: Plato and Aristotle  
Chair: John Thorp (University of Western Ontario)  
Speakers: Jay Elliott (Bard College)  
“The Virtues of Cities in Plato’s Republic”
Caleb Cohoe (Metropolitan State University of Denver)
“An Internal Light, Not an External Sun: τὸ φῶς in Aristotle’s De Anima III.5”
Reid Comstock (University of Notre Dame)
“Aristotle on the Nature of Productive First Principles”

G9G. The Charles S. Peirce Society
**Topic: Presidential Address and Annual Business Meeting**
*Chair:* Richard Kenneth Atkins (Boston College)
*Speaker:* John Woods (University of British Columbia)
“Search and Destroy in Peircean Abduction: The Cognitive Payoff of Systemic Bias”

G9H. Society for Anti-Colonial Middle East and North African Thought
Session details TBA

G9I. Association of Chinese Philosophers in America (ACPA)
**Topic: Ontology, Feminist Philosophy, and Emancipation in Chinese Philosophy**
*Chair:* Yuanfang Dai (Michigan State University)
*Speakers:* Yuanfang Dai (Michigan State University)
“Beyond Confucianism: Feminist Scholarship on Daoism and Buddhism”
Rafal Banka (University of Oxford)
“Dao as a Unified Object or Plurality: A Mereological Nihilism Perspective”
Zofia Wybieralska (National Chengchi University)
“How to Transgress the Differentiation Caused by Biological Gender? The Daoist Neidan Female Cultivation in the Light of Feminist Philosophy”
Sophia Gao (University of New South Wales)
“Sympathy and Empathy in Caring Practices: A Hybrid Model of Noddings’ Feminist Care Ethics and Mencian Philosophy”
Henrique Schneider (City University of Seattle)
“Confucianism as ‘Progressive’ Philosophy”

G9J. Society for the Advancement of American Philosophy
*Chair:* TBA
*Speakers:* Kipton Jenson (Morehouse College)
Jennifer Keefe (University of Wisconsin–Parkside)
G9K. Society for Mexican-American Philosophy
Topic: Mesoamerican Ethics
Chair: Sergio Gallegos Ordorica (John Jay College of Criminal Justice)
Speakers:
- Sebastian Purcell (SUNY Cortland)
   “The Ethics of Blood Sacrifice in Aztec Philosophy”
- Noell Birondo (University of Texas, El Paso)
   “Does Aztec Philosophy provide a Philosophy without Europe (or without Christianity)?”
- Alexus Macleod (University of Connecticut, Storrs)
  “Reasons for Humility, the Obsidian Mirror and the Popol Vuh”

G9L. Society of Study of Process Philosophies
Topic: Creating Communities of Healing Culture
Chair: Jea Sophia Oh (West Chester University of Pennsylvania)
Speakers:
- Joseph Harroff (American University)
  “The Future of Creative Democracy: Healing Cultures and Communicating Communities”
- Anwar Uhuru (Monmouth University)
  “Process Philosophy and the Imaginary Domain: An Intersectional Approach”
- Anthony Neal (Mississippi State University)
  “A Process Response to Despair”
- Alice Kim (Drew University)
  “Process Philosophy and Traumatic Affect: The Possibility of New Beginning and Healing”
- Daniel Siedell (Drew University)
  “Curating God with Whitehead Post-COVID Reflections on Art Museums and Crowds”

G9M. Society for Asian and Comparative Philosophy
Topic: Emotions in Early Chinese Philosophy
Chair: TBA
Speakers:
- Brandon Underwood (Vanderbilt University)
  “Zhuangzian Boredom”
- Waldemar Brys (University of New South Wales)
  “Benevolent Agents in the Mengzi and the Problem of 2A5”
- Frank Saunders (Yonsei University)
  “Two Approaches to Fate in the Zhuangzi”
- Jing Iris Hu (Concordia University)
  “Confucius Was Lonely Too”
G9N. Society for Philosophy of Emotion
Topic: Ethical and Epistemic Anger
Chair: Jing Iris Hu (Concordia University)
Speaker: Kevin Timpe (Calvin College)
“Anger and Moral Struggle in Light of Systemic Injustice”
Commentator: K. Bailey Thomas (The University of Louisville)
Speaker: Trystan Goetze (Harvard University)
“Anger, Rebuke, and Epistemic Blame”
Commentator: Antony Aumann (Northern Michigan University)
Speaker: Charles Starkey (Clemson University)
“Fear, Risk, and Courage”
Commentator: Guy Crain (Rose State College)
FRIDAY, JANUARY 7
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MORNING, 9:00–10:50 A.M.

DIVISIONAL PROGRAM

10A. Invited Symposium: Buddhist and Nyaya Philosophy
    Chair: Alice Winham (Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford)
    Speakers: Parimal Patil (Harvard University)
              Arindam Chakrabarti (University of Hawaii–Manoa)
    Commentator: Catherine Prueitt (University of British Columbia)

10B. Invited Symposium: Perspectives on Disability

10C. Invited Symposium: Self-Creation and Self-Annihilation
    Chair: Carlin Romano (University of Pennsylvania)
    Speakers: Davey K. Tomlinson (Villanova University)
              “A Buddhist’s Guide to Self-Destruction”
              L.A. Paul (Yale University)
              “Transformative Religious Experience”
              David Johnson (Boston College)
              “Being and Knowing: Between Self and No-Self”

10D. Author Meets Critics: Namita Goswami, Subjects that Matter: Philosophy, Feminism, and Postcolonial Theory
    Chair: TBA
    Critics: Tyler Williams (Midwestern State University)
             Russell Ford (Elmhurst College)
             Kyoo Lee (John Jay College of Criminal Justice)
    Author: Namita Goswami (Indiana State University)
10E. Invited Symposium: Feminist Analyses of Incels and Incel Culture
   Chair: Whitney Mutch (Independent Scholar)
   Speakers: Filipa Melo Lopes (University of Edinburgh)
             Michelle Panchuk (Murray State University)
   Commentator: Mark Alfano (Macquarie University)

10F. Symposium: Whiteness as Irrevocable License: W. E. B. Du Bois as a Philosopher of Race
   Chair: TBA
   Speakers: Lisa McLeod (Guilford College)
             “Whiteness as Irrevocable License: W. E. B. Du Bois as a Philosopher of Race”
   Commentators: Eric Bayruns Garcia (California State University, San Bernardino)
                  Avery Smith (Loyola University, Chicago)

10G. Symposium: On Finding Common Ground
   Chair: TBA
   Speaker: Hannah Read (Duke University)
             “On Finding Common Ground”
   Commentators: Kurt Nutting (San Francisco State University)
                  Tyler Cosmer (SUNY Binghamton)

10H. Colloquium: Theories of Mind
   Chair: Henry Schiller (University of Texas at Austin)
   Speaker: Alexander Wentzell (University of Calgary)
             “The Overly Modular Mind, or How Can We Stop Believing in the John the Baptist Module?”
   Commentator: Andrew Richmond (Columbia University)
   Speaker: Alison Springle (University of Tübingen/Machine Learning CoE)
             “Practically Reconceiving and Empirically Vindicating the Representational Theory of Mind”
   Commentator: TBA

10I. Colloquium: Tropes
   Chair: TBA
   Speaker: Dana Goswick (University of Melbourne)
             “Properties: Universals, Tropes, or Troversals?”
   Commentator: Kelly Trogdon (Virginia Tech)
   Speaker: Seungil Lee (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)
             “Non-reflexive Trope Theory”
   Commentator: T. Parent (Nazarbayev University)
10J. Colloquium: Security, Self-Preservation, and Self-Care
   Chair: Christina Van Dyke (Calvin College)
   Speaker: Christine Wieseler (California State University, Pomona)
   "Hope Labor, Self-Care, and Anger in Precarious Academic Employment"
   Commentator: Jessica Davis (Notre Dame of Maryland University)
   Speaker: Caleb Ward (University of Hamburg)
   "Pursuing Self-Preservation over Security: Audre Lorde and the Thick Necessity of Survival"
   Commentator: Eliana Peck (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

10K. Colloquium: Problems in Newton and Adam Smith
   Chair: Olivia Branscum (Columbia University)
   Speaker: Gregory Wolcott (George Mason University)
   "A Deeper "Adam Smith Problem"
   Commentator: Areins Pelayo (UIC)
   Speaker: Patrick Connolly (Lehigh University)
   "Isaac Newton on the Nature of Substance"
   Commentator: John McHugh (Denison University)

10L. APA Committee Session: TBA
   Arranged by the APA Committee on the Status of Women

10M. APA Committee Session: Contemporary Perspectives on Korean Philosophy
   Arranged by the APA Committee on Asian and Asian American Philosophers and Philosophies
   Chair: Philip Ivanhoe (Georgetown University)
   Speakers: Soyi Chung (Sogang University)
   "Korean Confucian Women Philosophers"
   Lucy Hyekyung Jee (Yonsei University)
   "The Variation in Mind Cultivation in Korean Buddhist Philosophy"
   Hannah Kim (Macalester College)
   "Continuing Themes in North Korean Philosophy"
   Hwa Yeong Wang (Georgetown University)
   "The Korean Ritual Debates and Its Contemporary Relevance"
   Bongrae Seok (Alvernia University)
   "Philosophy of Mind and Moral Psychology in Korean Neo-Confucianism"

*This session will end later than 10:50 a.m.*
Symposium: Autism and Epistemic Disablement: A Relational Account of Epistemic Agency
Chair: TBA
Speaker: Amandine Catala (University of Quebec at Montreal) and Luc Faucher (University of Quebec at Montreal)
“Autism and Epistemic Disablement: A Relational Account of Epistemic Agency”
Commentators: Glenn Hudak (University of North Carolina, Greensboro)
Nathan Lauffer (Northwestern University)

Teaching Hub: Philosophy Across the Generations: Creating Opportunities for Deliberative Discussions
Chair: Roberta Israeloff (Squire Family Foundation)
Speakers: Michael Vazquez (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
“Philosophy as a Vehicle for Intergenerational Dialogue”
Natalie Fletcher (Université de Montréal)
“Intergenerational Meaning-making: Creative Philosophy Workshops between Young Immigrants and Local Elders”

Association for Philosophy and Computing
Topic: Gödel, Church, and Turing in Retrospect
Chair: Gary Mar (Stony Brook University)
Speakers: Juliette Kennedy (University of Helsinki)
“Gödel and the Scope Problem: The Role of the Turing Machine in Establishing the Generality of the Incompleteness Theorems”
Juliet Floyd (Boston University)
“Surveyability in Hilbert, Wittgenstein, Turing”
Jack Copeland (University of Canterbury) and Zhao Fan (University of Canterbury)
“The Strange Phenomenon of Turing Denial”
Scott Aaronson, (University of Texas at Austin)

This session will end later than 10:50 a.m.
G10B. International Society for Environmental Ethics  
Session details TBA

G10C. The Charles S. Peirce Society  
Topic: Author Meets Critics: James Liszka, Charles Peirce on Ethics, Esthetics, and the Normative Sciences  
Chair: Richard Kenneth Atkins (Boston College)  
Critics: Diana Heney (Vanderbilt University)  
Aaron Wilson (South Texas College)  
Rosa Mayorga (Miami Dade College)  
Author: James Liszka (SUNY Plattsburgh)

G10D. Philosophy in Africana Traditions (PRAT)  
Topic: Author Meets Critics: Kristin Waters, Maria W. Stewart and the Roots of Black Political Thought  
Chair: Jameliah Shorter-Bourhanou (College of the Holy Cross)  
Critic: Nathifa Greene (Gettysburg College)  
"Insurrectionist Spiritual Work"  
Author: Kristin Waters (Worcester State University)  
"Response to Critic: Black Women and the Race for Theory"

FRIDAY MIDDAY, 11:00 A.M.–12:50 P.M.  
DIVISIONAL PROGRAM

11A. Invited Symposium: Perception and Cognition  
Chair: TBA  
Speaker: Casey O’Callaghan (Washington University in St. Louis)  
Commentators: Jonathan Cohen (University of California, San Diego)  
Jennifer Lee (New York University)

11B. Invited Symposium: Africa, Philosophy, and COVID-19  
Session details TBA

11C. Invited Symposium: Stoic Influences on Frege  
Chair: TBA  
Speaker: Susanne Bobzien (Oxford University)  
Commentators: James Tappenden (University of Michigan)  
Victor Caston (University of Michigan)
11D. Colloquium: Inquiry and Rationality
   Chair: TBA
   Speaker: Arianna Falbo (Brown University)
   “Inquiry and Confirmation”
   Commentator: Eleni Angelou (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
   Speaker: Eliran Haziza (University of Toronto)
   “Zetetic and Epistemic Rationality”
   Commentator: TBA

11E. Symposium: “It’s Good to Do Something with Your Rage”: Violent
     Protests and Epistemic Injustice
     Chair: TBA
     Speaker: Avia Pasternak (University College London)
     “It’s Good to Do Something with Your Rage”: Violent Protests and
     Epistemic Injustice
     Commentator: Kristin Borgwald (Miami Dade College)

11F. Symposium: Self-Knowledge and the Opacity Thesis in Kant’s
     Doctrine of Virtue
     Chair: Rima Hussein (Johns Hopkins University)
     Speaker: Aaron Halper (The Catholic University of America)
     “Self-Knowledge and the Opacity Thesis in Kant’s Doctrine of
     Virtue”
     Commentators: Sherry Kao (Georgetown University)
     Mavis Biss (Loyola University Maryland)

11G. Symposium: Terrestrial Ethics
     Chair: TBA
     Speaker: Max Hayward (University of Sheffield)
     “Terrestrial Ethics”
     Commentators: Gabriella Hulsey (University of North Carolina at
     Chapel Hill)
     Felipe Pereira (University of Pittsburgh)

11H. Colloquium: Erasure
     Chair: Minji Jang (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
     Speaker: Heather Stewart (Western University)
     “We’re Here, We’re… Queer? On the Enduring Harms of Bisexual
     Erasure”
     Commentator: Sooraj Mohan Saksena (University of Iowa)
Speaker: Kevin Richardson (Duke University)
“Exclusion and Erasure: Two Types of Ontological Oppression”

Commentator: Tanner Whitlow (California State University, Long Beach)

11I. Colloquium: Epistemological Issues in Ethics
Chair: TBA
Speaker: Woo Ram Lee (University of Duisburg-Essen)
“Can Fittingness Come First?”
Commentator: Miriam McCormick (University of Richmond)
Speaker: Savannah Pearlman (Indiana University Bloomington)
“Is Moral Deference Permissible?”
Commentator: Tim Kwiatek (Cornell University)

11J. Colloquium: Individuation and Causation
Chair: Rafael Perez (University of Rochester)
Speaker: Huzeyfe Demirtas (Syracuse University)
“Causation Comes in Degrees”
Commentator: TBA

Chair: TBA
Speaker: Wayne Wapeemukwa (The Pennsylvania State University)
Commentator: Pascal Brixel (Clemson University)
Speaker: Yiling Zhou (Saint Louis University)
“Can Mechanism Individuation Solve the Manipulation Problem?—A Response to Fischer and Ravizza’s Solution to Direct Brain Manipulation Case”
Commentator: TBA

AFFILIATED GROUP PROGRAM

G11A. Society for Anti-Colonial Middle East and North African Thought
Topic: Roundtable Discussion, Enacting Anti-Coloniality
Chair: John Harfouch (University of Alabama–Huntsville)
Speakers: Miriam Matar (New School for Social Research)
Bianca Mary Waked (Cornell University)
Nadine Naber (University of Illinois Chicago)
G11B. North American Kant Society  
Topic: Kant’s Divine Epistemology  
Chair: Mavis Biss (Loyola University Maryland)  
Speakers:  
Kimberly Brewer (Indiana University Bloomington)  
“Kant’s Theory of the Intuitive Intellect”  
Lawrence Pasternack (Oklahoma State University)  
“Kant’s Semi-Apophatic Theology: Analogy, the  
Unknown X, and the Moral Law”

G11C. Society for German Idealism and Romanticism  
Topic: Kant on the Human Condition: Practical and Theoretical Considerations  
Chair: Karin Nisenbaum (Syracuse University)  
Speakers:  
Rosalind Chaplin (New York University)  
“The Finitude of the Human Mind in Transcendental Idealism”  
Lucy Allais (Johns Hopkins University)  
“Freedom and Autonomy in Kant”

G11D. The PPE Society  
Topic: The Value, Epistemic and Otherwise, of Minimal Models  
Chair: Richard Vulich (California State University, Fullerton)  
Speakers:  
Alysha Kassam (California State University, Fullerton)  
“Exploring the Role Non-epistemic Values Play in Generating and Applying Minimal Models”  
Patricia Marino (University of Waterloo)  
“Credibility Is in the Eye of the Beholder: Minimal Models and Feminist Epistemology”

G11E. Association of Chinese Philosophers in America (ACPA)  
Topic: 2020 Dao Annual Best Essay Award  
Chair: Yong Huang (The Chinese University of Hong Kong)  
Critics:  
Stephen Angle (Wesleyan University)  
Manyul Im (University of Bridgeport)  
Speaker: Shushan Lee (California State University)  
“What Did the Emperor Ever Say’—The Public Transcript of Confucian Political Obligation”
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, 12:00–1:50 P.M.

POSTER SESSION

Chair: TBA

Presenters:

David Kinney (Princeton University)
"Why Average When You Can Stack? Better Methods for Generating Accurate Group Credences"

Jonathan Matheson (University of North Florida)
"Why Think for Yourself?"

M. Giulia Napolitano (University of California, Irvine)
"Conspiracy Theories and Propaganda"

Samuel Mortimer (University of Pennsylvania)
"Participatory Attitudes and Moral Responsibility"

Aaron Wells (University of Paderborn)
"Kant on the Rational Demand for Proper Science"

Grecia Sánchez (Western Michigan University)
"Implicit Bias in our Reasoning Processes: A Threat to our Epistemic Lives"

Susan Stark (Bates College)
"Reparations and Identity"

Mallory Medeiros (Boston University)
"Solving the Novice/Two Expert Problem: A Reply to Goldman"

Marshall Abrams (University of Alabama–Birmingham)
"Long-Run Chance and Diverse Trials"

Michael Bruckner (University of Wisconsin–Madison)
"The Reason to Be Angry Proportionally"

Nikolas Hamm (McGill University)
"Character Cultivation and Moral Revolution in Kant’s Practical Philosophy"

Geraldine Ng (Philosophy Lab)
"Equality without Foundations"

Sophia Wushanley (University of Pennsylvania)
"Privacy as Protection from Domination"

Paul Kelly (University of Wisconsin–Madison)
"How Do Functional Models in Cognitive Science Represent and Explain?"

Mario Ivan Juarez-Garcia (University of Arizona)
"On Failure"
Alexandra Cunningham (University of Calgary)
“Reconciling Epistemic Paternalism and Epistemic Autonomy”
Felix Lambrecht (University of Toronto)
“Demandingness and the Problem of Collective Harm”
Andrew Garland (Berman Institute of Bioethics)
“Consent and Conversation”
Kazi Huda (University of Oklahoma)
“Recognition as an Intellectual Virtue”
Melissa Rees (University of Toronto)
“The Epistemic Value of Randomization”
Francesco Praolini (Universität zu Köln)
“Uniqueness and Epistemic Obligation”
Jennifer Szende (Ryerson University)
“Collective Environmental Responsibility”
Jordan Bridges (Independent Scholar)
“The Irrationality of Self-Fulfilling Reasoning”

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, 2:00–3:50 P.M.
DIVISIONAL PROGRAM

12A. Dewey Lecture
   Introduction: Tamar Schapiro (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
   Speaker: Christine Korsgaard (Harvard University)

12B. Invited Symposium: Envisioning a More Inclusive American Philosophy
   Chair: Corey Reed (University of Memphis)
   Speakers: Jacoby Carter (Howard University)
             V. Denise James (University of Dayton)
             Sergio Gallegos Ordorica (John Jay College of Criminal Justice)

12C. Invited Symposium: Black Bioethics
   Session details TBA

12D. Invited Symposium: Descriptivism vs. Singularism in Philosophy of Mind
   Speakers: Mark Sainsbury (University of Texas at Austin)
             Robin Jeshion (University of Southern California)
12E. **Author Meets Critics: Manon Garcia, We Are Not Born Submissive**
   Chair: TBA
   Critics: Ann Cudd (Pittsburgh University)
           Céline Leboeuf (Florida International University)
           Avery Smith (Loyola University of Chicago)
   Author: Manon Garcia (Yale University)

12F. **Symposium: Rethinking Speciesism Through the Lens of Cognitive Disability**
   Chair: TBA
   Speaker: Katharine Wolfe (Saint Lawrence University)
           “Rethinking Speciesism through the Lens of Cognitive Disability”
   Commentators: Eva Kittay (Stony Brook University)
                  David DeGrazia (George Washington University)

12G. **Symposium: Self-Recovery and Talking Back: Black Feminist Narrative Ethics through the Work of bell hooks**
   Chair: TBA
   Speaker: K. Bailey Thomas (The University of Louisville)
           “Self-Recovery and Talking Back: Black Feminist Narrative Ethics through the Work of bell hooks”
   Commentators: Louise Pedersen (University of Utah)
                  Ting-An Lin (Rutgers University)

12H. **Symposium: Theories of Introspection: Introspection, Scientific Psychology and Neuroscience**
   Chair: Tomasz Wysocki (University of Pittsburgh)
   Speaker: Howard Callaway (Independent Scholar)
           “Theories of Introspection: Introspection, Scientific Psychology and Neuroscience”
   Commentators: Andre Curtis-Trudel (The Ohio State University)
                 Arieh Schwartz (University of California, Davis)

12I. **Colloquium: Identity and Intention**
   Chair: Catherine Sutton (Virginia Commonwealth University)
   Speaker: Jeonggyu Lee (Sungkyunkwan University)
           “Authorial Intention, Readers’ Creation, and Reference Shift”
   Commentator: Julie Yoo (California State University Northridge)
   Speaker: Harriet Baber (University of San Diego)
           “I Am Not a Worm”
   Commentator: Louis DeRosset (University of Vermont)
12J. **Colloquium: Ethical Theory**  
   Chair: Gabriella Hulsey (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)  
   Speaker: Owen Clifton (Queen’s University, Kingston)  
   “On the grounds of associative duties”  
   Commentator: Amy Berg (Oberlin College)  
   Speaker: Elliott Thornley (University of Oxford)  
   “Is Global-Consequentialism More Expressive Than Act-Consequentialism?”  
   Commentator: Dorsey Dale (University of Kansas)

12K. **Colloquium: Inquiry, Assertion, and Parsimony**  
   Chair: TBA  
   Speaker: Elise Woodard (University of Michigan–Ann Arbor)  
   “The Ignorance Norm and Paradoxical Assertions”  
   Commentator: Yasha Sapir (University of Southern California)  
   Speaker: Alice van’t Hoff (Princeton University)  
   “Metaphysical Parsimony”  
   Commentator: Botti Martina (Columbia University)

12L. **Colloquium: Metaphysics and Art**  
   Chair: Emily McCarty (Saint Louis University)  
   Speaker: Shen Pan (University of Maryland, College Park)  
   “Dynamic Music, Non-dynamic Time”  
   Commentator: Phillip Bricker (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  
   Speaker: Irem Kurtsal (Allegheny College)  
   “Putting the Art Before the Horse”  
   Commentator: Nina Emery (Mount Holyoke College)

T12. **Teaching Hub: AAPT Workshop: Cultivating Classroom Conversation in a Culture of Quiet**  
   Chair: Alida Liberman (Southern Methodist University)

**AFFILIATED GROUP PROGRAM**

G12A. **Society for Philosophy of Agency**  
   Chair: Andrei A. Buckareff (Marist College)  
   Critics: Kelly McCormick (Texas Christian University)  
   Raff Donelson (Penn State Dickinson Law)  
   Author: Gregg Caruso (SUNY Corning Community College)
G12B. Society for the Philosophy of Human Rights
Topic: New Directions in the Philosophy of Human Rights
  Chair: TBA
  Speakers: Ariel Zylberman (University at Albany)
            “Rights Constitutivism”
            Daniel Corrigan (Marymount University)
            “Human Rights and the Environment”

G12C. International Institute for Field Being
Topic: New Anthology of Lik Keun Tong’s Work
  Chair: TBA
  Speakers: David White (Bishop Butler Society Ltd.)
            Theresa Dykeman (Fairfield University)
            Laura Weed (The College of Saint Rose)

G12D. International Association for the Philosophy of Death and Dying
  Chair: Michael Cholbi (University of Edinburgh)
  Speakers: James DiGiovanna (John Jay College of Criminal Justice)
            “A Research Strategy for Studying our Pending Immortality”
            Noam Hillel (Tel-Hai Academic College) and Guy Keidar (Tel-Hai Academic College)
            “Suicide and Empathy”
            Peter Baumann (Swarthmore College)
            “Is Immortality Massively Overrated?”

G12E. Society for Teaching Comparative Philosophy
Topic: Teaching Philosophy Amid Upheaval
  Chair: Jeremy Henkel (Wofford College)

G12F. National Philosophical Counseling Association
  Session details TBA

G12G. North American Korean Philosophy Association
Topic: Korean Philosophy Feminism, Moral Metaphysics, and Aesthetics
  Chair: Edward Chung (University of Prince Edward Island)
  Speakers: Bongrae Seok (Alvernia University)
            “The Sim Seol Debate: A Debate on the Nature of the Moral Mind and the End of Moral Metaphysics”
            Hye-Kyung Kim (University of Wisconsin–Green Bay)
            “Yunjidang’s Feminism and Mengzi”
Dobin Choi (University of Iowa)
“Aesthetic and Practical Significance of Dasan’s Theory of Human-Nature-as-Taste”

FRIDAY LATE AFTERNOON, 4:00–5:50 P.M.

DIVISIONAL PROGRAM

13A. Presidential Address
Introduction: David Chalmers (New York University)
Speaker: Miranda Fricker (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

FRIDAY EVENING, 7:00–10:00 P.M.

DIVISIONAL PROGRAM

14A. APA Committee Session: Memorial Session for Jorge Gracia
Arranged by the APA Committee on Hispanics/Latinxs
Chair: Eduardo Mendieta (The Pennsylvania State University)
Speakers: Linda Alcoff (Hunter College, CUNY)
Gregory Pappas (Texas A&M University)
Ofelia Shutte (University of South Florida)

T14. Teaching Hub: Closing Reception: Undergraduate Research and Faculty SoTL Poster Session
Chairs: Jessica Davis (Notre Dame of Maryland University)
Kristina Grob (University of South Carolina–Sumter)

AFFILIATED GROUP PROGRAM

G14A. The Society for Medieval and Renaissance Philosophy
Topic: Giovanni Pico della Mirandola: Philosophy of Religion
Chair: Denis J.-J. Robichaud (University of Notre Dame)
Speakers: Milo Jon-Christopher Crimi (Occidental College)
“Quotation and Consecration: Question 10 of Pico’s Apology”
Calvin Normore (University of California, Los Angeles)
“Pico’s Consecration in Context: Transubstantiation at the End of the 15th Century”
Brian Copenhaver (University of California, Los Angeles)
“Pico and the Perils of God’s Body”

G14B.  The George Santayana Society
Topic: Santayana and Continental Philosophy, Santayana Today
Chair: Richard M. Rubin (Independent Scholar)
Speakers: Lydia Amir (Tufts University)
“Santayana within the Continental Tradition”
M. A. Coleman (The Santayana Edition) and Richard M. Rubin (Independent Scholar)
“Current State of Santayana Scholarship”

G14C.  North American Society for Social Philosophy (NASSP)
Chairs: Erik A. Anderson (Furman University)
Jennifer Bulcock (Independent Scholar)
Speakers: Cassie Hill (Independent Scholar)
“Consumer Culture, Consumer Politics: Consumerism and Anti-Intellectualism in the Contemporary Political Landscape”
Josué Piñeiro (University of Georgia)
“On the Importance of Hearing and Being Heard without Prejudice: Reflections on Freedom of Thought and Discussion”
Jaclyn Rekis (University of Western Ontario)
“Are Religious Citizens Epistemically Harmed by Public Reason Requirements?”
Matt Waldschlagel (Anna Maria College)
“Applying Arendt in the Age of Trump: Propaganda, Unreality, and Worldlessness”

G14D.  Society for the Advancement of American Philosophy
Chair: TBA
Speakers: Son Pham (Sam Houston State University)
“American Philosophical Thoughts Underpinning Major Socio-Educational Trends in the Twentieth Century”
Daniel Brunson (Morgan State University)
“Pragmatism as Cognitive Pluralism”
Kara Barnette (Westminster College of Salt Lake City)
G14E. North American Kant Society  
Topic: Author Meets Critics: Anja Jauernig, *The World According to Kant* 
Chair: Andrew Chignell (Princeton University)  
Critics: Lucy Allais (Johns Hopkins University)  
Nicholas Stang (University of Toronto)  
Markus Kohl (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)  
Author: Anja Jauernig (New York University)

G14F. Society for Mexican-American Philosophy  
Topic: Author Meets Critics: Andrea Pitts, *Nos/otras: Gloria Anzaldúa, Multiplicitous Agency and Resistance*  
Chair: Sergio Gallegos Ordorica (John Jay College of Criminal Justice)  
Critics: Emma Velez (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)  
Natalie Cisneros (Seattle University)  
Francisco Gallegos (Wake Forest University)  
Manuel Chavez (Monmouth University)  
Author: Andrea Pitts (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)

G14G. North American Korean Philosophy Association  
Topic: Recent Publications in Korean Philosophy: Meet the Authors  
Chair: Suk Gabriel Choi (Towson University)  
Speakers: Suk Gabriel Choi (Towson University)  
“Choi Han-Ki’s Gi(Qi) Philosophy”  
Edward Chung (University of Prince Edward Island)  
“Meet Edward Chung, the Author of a New Book on Yi Toegye’s Moral and Religious Thought”  
Donald Baker (University of British Columbia)  
“Translating Tasan: What Does Tasan Mean by ch’eyong 體用 and sŏng 性?”  
Hye Young Kim (École Normale Supérieure)  
“We as Self: Ouri in Korean”
G14H. **International Society of Chinese Philosophy (ISCP)**
**Topic: Negotiating Personhood and Womanhood in East Asian Thoughts**

- **Chair:** Ann Pang-White (University of Scranton)
- **Speakers:**
  - Jea Sophia Oh (West Chester University)
    - “Nüwa (the Mother God of Chinese Mythology) and Salim (Enlivening in Korean), the Power of Yin (the Divine Feminine): A Comparative Earth-Care Ethic”
  - Jing Iris Hu (Concordia University)
    - “Roles and Virtues: Which Is More Important for Confucian Women?”
  - Wanming Wang (McGill University)
    - “Writing with Authority: The Legitimization of Women in Poetic Traditions during the High Qing Era (1683–1839)”
  - Lili Zhang (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences)
    - “Gender Harmony: A Model of Relational Equality”
  - Jingjing Li (Leiden University)
    - “Rethinking Difference: Kuiji’s Theory of Tathagatagarbha and the Feminist Ideal”

G14I. **International Society for Comparative Studies of Chinese and Western Philosophy**
**Session details TBA**
SATURDAY, JANUARY 8
MORNING, 9:00–10:50 A.M.

DIVISIONAL PROGRAM

15A. Invited Symposium: The Format and Content of Representation
    Chair: TBA
    Speakers: John Kulvicki (Dartmouth College)
              Zed Adams (The New School)

15B. Invited Symposium: Vaccines
    Chair: Paul Tubig (Georgia Southern University)
    Speakers: Mark Navin (Oakland University)
              “Governing Vaccination by Harming the Innocent?
              Protecting the Interests and Rights of Unvaccinated
              Children”
              Yolonda Wilson (Saint Louis University)
              “Racial Justice Claims and Vaccine Distribution”
              Nancy Jecker (University of Washington)
              “Three for Me and None for You? An Ethical
              Argument for Delaying COVID-19 Booster Shots in
              High-Income Countries”

15D. Author Meets Critics: Jill North, Physics, Structure, and Reality
    Chair: Phillip Bricker (University of Massachusetts
            Amherst)
    Critics: David Baker (University of Michigan–Ann Arbor)
             Laura Ruetsche (University of Michigan–Ann Arbor)
             Wayne Myrvold (Western University)
    Author: Jill North (Rutgers University)

15E. Invited Symposium: Agency and Epistemic Injustice in Psychiatry
    Chair: Laura Soter (University of Michigan–Ann Arbor)
    Speakers: Megan Delehanty (University of Calgary)
              “Epistemic Injustice in Psychotherapy”
              Sarah Arnaud (University of Quebec Montreal)
              “First-Person Perspectives and Scientific Inquiry of
              Autism: Towards an Integrative Approach”
Amandine Catala (University of Quebec at Montreal), Luc Faucher (University of Quebec at Montreal), and Pierre Poirer (University of Quebec at Montreal)
“Epistemic Injustice and Agency in Cultural Approaches to Psychiatry”

15F. Colloquium: Philosophy of Sex and Gender
   Chair: Hannah Bacon (Marymount Manhattan College)
   Speaker: Stephanie Kapusta (Dalhousie University)
   “Having a Female Gender Identity: Some Critical Observations”
   Commentator: Dee Payton (Howard University)
   Speaker: Steven Norris (University of California, Irvine)
   “Moral Debt and the Problem with Sexual Promises”
   Commentator: Lauren Edwards (York University)

   Chair: Benjamin Arah (Bowie State University)
   Speaker: Alida Liberman (Southern Methodist University)
   “Unavoidable Harms: Everyday Moral Injury and the COVID-19 Pandemic”
   Commentators: Cynda Rushton (Johns Hopkins University)
                 Claudia Passos (New York University)

15H. Symposium: Normative Inference Tickets
   Chair: Jeremy Kirby (Albion College)
   Speaker: Jennifer Foster (University of Southern California)
   “Normative Inference Tickets”
   Commentators: Michelle Dyke (New York University)
                 Matthew Smith (Northeastern University)

15I. Symposium: How to Be Minimalist about Shared Agency
   Chair: Isabel Canfield (University of Notre Dame)
   Speaker: Jules Salomone-Sehr (McGill University)
   “How to Be Minimalist about Shared Agency”
   Commentator: TBA
15J. Symposium: A Central Worry about Manipulation in Education

Chair: TBA
Speaker: Ron Aboodi (The University of Toronto)
“A Central Worry about Manipulation in Education”
Commentators: Elize Bisanz (Texas Tech University)
Gah-Kai Leung (University of Warwick)

15K. Colloquium: Ethics and Emotions

Chair: TBA
Speaker: Francisco Gallegos (Wake Forest University)
“Affective Injustice and the Game of Emotional Aptness”
Commentator: Kaci Harrison (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Speaker: Songyao Ren (University of Texas at Dallas)
“Dispassion and the Good Life: A Comparison of Stoicism and Zhuangism”
Commentator: Julian Rome (University of Michigan)

15L. Colloquium: Modalities in Arabic and Chinese Philosophy

Chair: John Johnson (Concordia University Chicago)
Speaker: Qiu Lin (Duke University)
“Zhuangzi on Yu, Zhou, and the Ontic Indeterminacy of the Dao”
Commentator: Stephen Walker (University of Chicago)
Speaker: Sayeh Meisami (University of Dayton)
“Arabic Logic and Metaphysics: Mulla ?adra Shirazi on Modalities”
Commentator: Milo Crimi (University of California, Los Angeles)

15M. Colloquium: Moral Compasses and Justification

Chair: TBA
Speaker: Maria Waggoner (Washington University in St. Louis)
“Becoming One’s Own Moral Compass: A Second Component of Moral Understanding”
Commentator: Molly O’Rourke-Friel (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Speaker: Sherri Lynn Conklin (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Commentator: Eliot Watkins (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
15N. **APA Committee Session: Asian American Identity: A Focus on the Immigrant Experience**

Arranged by the APA Committee on Asian and Asian American Philosophers and Philosophies

**Chair:** Dien Ho (Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences)

**Speakers:**
- Emily Lee (California State University, Fullerton)  
  "Acknowledging Intraminority Conflict, towards Heterogenous Commonality"
- Tracy Lanera (University of Connecticut)  
  "The Burden of Resilience"
- Jason Chang (University of Connecticut)  
  "Third Wave of Asian American Activism: Confronting Violence through Community Supported Education"

*This session will end later than 10:50 a.m.*

**AFFILIATED GROUP PROGRAM**

**G15A. Society for German Idealism and Romanticism**

**Topic:** Women Philosophers in the Long Nineteenth Century: The German Tradition

**Chair:** Karin Nisenbaum (Syracuse University)

**Speakers:**
- Samantha Matherne (Harvard University)
- Kristin Gjesdal (Temple University)
- Lydia Moland (Colby College)

**G15B. Publishing Workshop**

Sponsored by Cambridge University Press

---

**SATURDAY MIDDAY, 11:00 A.M.–12:50 P.M.**

**DIVISIONAL PROGRAM**

**16A. Invited Symposium: Asylum**

**Chair:** Eva Yguico (Harvard University)

**Speakers:**
- Christine Straehle (University of Ottawa)  
  "Refuge, Claim, and Place"
- Alexander Sager (Portland State University)  
  "What If Refugees Designed Asylum?"

**Commentator:** Marcia Morgan (Muhlenberg College)
16B. **Author Meets Critics: Leonard Harris, *A Philosophy of Struggle***
Chair: Lacey Davidson (California Lutheran University)
Critics: Eduardo Mendieta (Penn State University)
Vanessa Wills (George Washington University)
Author: Leonard Harris (Purdue University)

16C. **Invited Symposium: Epistemic Constraints in Moral Theory***
Chair: Alex Worsnip (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Speaker: Renee Jorgensen Bolinger (University of Michigan–Ann Arbor)
“Epistemic Risks and Objective Moral Rights: Beyond Subjective Permissibility”
Commentators: Holly Smith (Rutgers University)
Chelsea Rosenthal (Simon Fraser University)

16D. **Author Meets Critics: Mohammed Abouelleil Rashed, *Madness and the Demand for Recognition: A Philosophical Inquiry Into Identity and Mental Health Activism***
Chair: Eliza Little (The University of Chicago)
Critics: Natalia Washington (University of Utah)
Anne-Marie Gagne-Julien (University of Quebec at Montreal)
Author: Mohammed Rashed (King’s College London and University of London)

16E. **Invited Symposium: Panpsychism and Its History***
Chair: Claudia Passos (New York University)
Speakers: William Seager (University of Toronto Scarborough)
Luke Roelofs (New York University)
Shelley Weinberg (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

16F. **Symposium: Work and Social Alienation***
Chair: Dave Monroe (St. Petersburg College)
Speaker: Christopher Bousquet (Syracuse University)
“Work and Social Alienation”
Commentators: Nicole Whalen (University of Chicago)
Charles Prusik (Villanova University)

16G. **Symposium: Morality as the Target of Moral Judgments***
Chair: TBA
Speaker: Caleb Dewey (University of Arizona)
“Morality as the Referent of Moral Judgments”
Commentator: Nada Gligorov (Albany Medical College)
Samuel Lundquist (University of Virginia)

16H. Symposium: Sensation and Bare Perception in Leibniz
   Chair: TBA
   Speaker: Michael Hansen (Brigham Young University)
   “Sensation and Bare Perception in Leibniz”
   Commentator: Larry Jorgensen (Skidmore College)

16I. Symposium: Gaṅgeśa on Absence in Retrospect
   Chair: TBA
   Speaker: Jack Beaulieu (University of Toronto)
   “Gaṅgeśa on Absence in Retrospect”
   Commentators: Vedika Hurdoyal-Chekhor (Mahatma Gandhi Institute)
                 Christian Coseru (College of Charleston)

16J. Symposium: The Influence of Maimonides on Lévinas: From the Face of the Other to a New Thinking of Freedom
   Chair: TBA
   Speaker: Lucas Fain (Boston University)
   “The Influence of Maimonides on Lévinas: From the Face of the Other to a New Thinking of Freedom”
   Commentator: Dana Rognlie (Worcester State University)
                 Imafedia Okhamafe (University of Nebraska)

16K. Colloquium: Microaggressions and Moral Significance
   Chair: Eric Bayruns García (California State University, San Bernardino)
   Speaker: Emma McClure (University of Toronto)
   “Microaggressions are Not (Merely) a Collective Harm Problem”
   Commentator: Laura Soter (University of Michigan–Ann Arbor)
   Speaker: Zoe Cunliffe (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
   “In Defense of the Moral Significance of Non-Narrative Stories”
   Commentator: Blake Hereth (University of Massachusetts Lowell)

16L. Colloquium: Phenomenology
   Chair: TBA
   Speaker: Jes Heppler (University of California, Berkeley)
   “The Horizons of Cultural Change: Lessons from Phenomenology”
   Commentator: Chavva Olander (California State University, Long Beach)
Speaker: Stefan Bird-Pollan (University of Kentucky)
“Thinking with Hegel’s Preface to the Philosophy of Right: an Immanent Critique of Recognition and Sittlichkeit”
Commentator: Chen Yang (Purdue University)

16M. Colloquium: Rationality
Chair: Fritz McDonald (Oakland University)
Speaker: Robert Siscoe (Florida State University)
“Can Acts Be Rationally Supererogatory?”
Commentator: Camil Golub (Rutgers University–Newark)
Speaker: Jay Jian (National Tsing Hua University)
“Parasitic Valuing”
Commentator: Kathryn Lindeman (University of South Carolina)

16N. Invited Symposium: The Metaphysics of Similarity
Chair: Sam Cowling (Denison University)
Speaker: Paul Audi (University of Rochester)
Commentators: Shamik Dasgupta (University of California, Berkeley)
Maya Eddon (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

AFFILIATED GROUP PROGRAM

G16A. Philosophy of Religion Group
Topic: The Problem of Evil and the Sorites Paradox
Speaker: Michael Jones (Liberty University)
“James Sterba’s POE and the Sorites Paradox”
Commentator: James Sterba (University of Notre Dame)

G16B. International Society of Chinese Philosophy (ISCP)
Topic: Comparative Philosophies of Sublation, Divination, and Yin-Yang
Chair: Joseph Harroff (American University)
Speakers: Yves Vende (Loyola Marymount University)
“François Noel and Cross-Cultural Virtue Ethics: The Philosophia Sinica and Yijing”
Jana Rošker (University of Ljubljana)
“Chinese and Global Philosophy: (Post)-comparative Transcultural Approaches and the Method of Sublation”
Mark Kevin Cabural (Xiamen University)
“A Humanist Reading of Wang Chong’s Defense of Divination”
T. K. Chu (Retiree at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory)
“The Space-Time Experience by the Schema:
Time-Determination (in pre-ether Kant) vs. Space-
Determination (Shi [勢] of Yin-Yang)"

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, 2:00–3:50 P.M.

AFFILIATED GROUP PROGRAM

G17A. Public Philosophy Network
Topic: Developing Methods for Research Collaboration Outside Philosophy
Chair: Kelsey Borrowman (Villanova University)
Speakers: William Krieger (University of Rhode Island)
“Field Philosophy and Field Archaeology: Collaboration, Interpretation, and Excavation”
Evelyn Brister (Rochester Institute of Technology)
Rochester Institute of Technology)
“What Philosophers Can Learn from Fieldwork and Participatory Methods in Science”
Quill Kukla (Georgetown University)
“Field Phenomenology and the Participant Stance”

G17B. International Society of Chinese Philosophy (ISCP)
Chair: Jea Sophia Oh (West Chester University of Pennsylvania)
Speakers: Bongrae Seok (Alvernia University) and Xiangnong Hu (The Chinese University of Hong Kong)
“Yi (Optimal Appropriateness) and Li (Benefit) in the Mengzi: Against the Consequentialist Interpretation”
Stephen Walker (University of Chicago)
“The Huainanzi and the Rule of Law”
Wang Kai (Beijing Normal University)
“Xunzi’s Notion of ‘Transformation-the-Self-with-the-Way’ (huadao) and Its Self-Cultivation Connotation”

G17C. Society for the Study of Indian and Tibetan Buddhist Philosophy
Session details TBA
G17D. Philosophy of Mathematics Association
Topic: Non-Deductive Methods in Mathematics
Chair: TBA
Speakers: William D’Alessandro (Munich Center for Mathematical Philosophy)
“Believing the Riemann Hypothesis: Inductive Justification Beyond Enumeration”

G17E. North American Society for Social Philosophy
Topic: Author Meets Critics: Quill Kukla, City Living
Chair: Barrett Emerick (St. Mary’s College of Maryland)
Critics: Mark Lance (Georgetown University)
Megan Dean (Michigan State University)
Samantha Noll (Washington State University)
Zed Adams (New School for Social Research)
Author: Quill Kukla (Georgetown University)
Silvia De Toffoli (Princeton University)
“Beliefs, Degrees of Belief and ‘Probabilistic Proofs’ in Mathematics”
Alan Baker (Swarthmore College)
“Enumerative Induction in Mathematics: The Lure of Small Numbers”

G17E. North American Society for Social Philosophy
Session details TBA